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Engagement with Learning Policy at Uckfield College.

Our aims:

Our aim is for everyone in our community to lead truly, deeply, happy and purpose-driven lives
through achieving personal excellence. Our curriculum is how we achieve those aims.
We believe that all students, whatever their background, gender, race, religion, sexual orientation or
disability should have equal opportunities. It is our mission to ensure that students with
disadvantaged backgrounds and those who have experienced trauma, neglect or weak boundaries are
able to have equal access to a great future.

The Uckfield ACEs are the cornerstone for what we want our students to leave Uckfield College with:
A. Academic Achievement:

● Critical, creative, hard thinkers and learners
● Confident and knowledgeable speakers with large vocabularies (over 50,000 words) by the

time they leave year 11
C. Global Citizenship and Character:

● Social activists: engaged, responsible, knowledgeable, tolerant, outward-looking
● Ready, willing and able  to make a wholly positive contribution to improving society

E. Enterprise and confidence:

● Personally developed and personally knowledgeable - physically, mentally, socially and
emotionally

● Able to think for themselves, be innovative, aspirational and to use their knowledge confidently

The beliefs we hold:

We believe that all our students have the right to disruption-free learning and a safe and positive
learning environment.

We believe that all of our students (including those with disadvantaged backgrounds or challenging
home circumstances, children who have suffered trauma and those whose aspiration is impoverished)
can be really successful and that developing highly effective learning habits is fundamental to this.

We believe that this means having high expectations of every student's engagement in their learning,
no matter their background or personal circumstances. We immediately challenge any poor
engagement in learning, teach positive learning habits and expect students to strive to achieve
personal excellence. Our pastoral team works hard with children and parents to understand students
on a very individual level, including any adverse childhood experiences. No matter what a child's
circumstances, we are committed to supporting them to achieve personal excellence.



By ‘highly effective learning habits’, we mean all students knowing how to develop really healthy
habits about how to interact with others, patience, politeness, self-regulation and compassion for
others, as well as how to manage their academic studies and learn as effectively as possible.

The best way to help students who are disadvantaged, culturally impoverished or who have had
traumatic upbringings is for us to:
- support and care for them
- inspire them to aspire
- give them a first class education including the strongest set of exam results possible that will give
them good options in the future
- teach and help them develop the habits that will give them equal opportunities and a better future

Positive mental health and emotional well-being are achieved through self-actualisation (the process
of fulfilling your potential and achieving meaning and purpose in your life). Maslow’s hierarchy has
Physiological needs - Safety/security - Love/relationships/belonging - Esteem/respect -
Self-Actualisation. This ‘Engagement with Learning’ policy shows how good self-discipline is essential
for safety and security, relationships and respect for others and we will always intervene if students
threaten other students’ security, friendships or their self-esteem. Self-actualisation requires good
self-awareness and strong self-regulation.

We believe that ‘the idea that directing student behaviour is harmful to their development is a serious
attitudinal impediment to developing students’ character’ (Tom Bennett). In other words, if we as
staff abdicate responsibilities by not having high expectations or upholding high standards, we are
actively standing in the way of students developing their character.

We believe that it is the duty of every adult to help create in students the habit of
self-regulation. This must be mastered before students can consider themselves to be
truly free. To be in control of one’s own immediate inclinations or desires and fancies, is a
liberty far more valuable than the absence of restraint.  (Tom Bennett)

How we achieve our aims:

Educational research is a key part of our policy making at Uckfield College and this points to a
combination of fair and proportional rewards and systems as underpinning effective school culture.
Robert Marzano, a leading educational researcher states, “the guiding principle for disciplinary
interventions is that they should include a healthy balance of negative consequences for inappropriate
behaviour and positive consequences for appropriate behaviour.” Marzano also concludes that
interventions that involve consequences and reinforcement are most effective. At Uckfield our
approach involves immediate consequences along with rehabilitation that involves restorative
approaches e.g. reconnect / repair meetings and actions that strengthen students’ character and their
ability to turn good intentions into good habits. Further educational research from Tom Bennett and
Bill Rogers points to the overriding importance of clarity and consistency in establishing fair and
effective sanctions.



In our lessons and around the College, we establish straightforward student goals of calm, safe
working environments. If students routinely distract each other openly in class, or do not behave well
around the site, for example, they will find it much more difficult to learn habits of concentration,
argumentation and discourse.

To this end, we use:
- The Uckfield Qualities in lessons and assemblies and our rewards system to explicitly teach

and acknowledge students strong values and character
- Our wide-ranging Careers curriculum in every year group to enable students to be purposeful

and have motivation
- Our carefully planned homework curriculum and Sixth Form Study support to teach students

how to manage their academic studies and learn as effectively as possible.
- Our ‘Every Second Counts’ expectations for each class to ensure all students can learn without

disruption.
- Our teaching of key habits through subject and PSHE lessons, mentoring and targeted

interventions, particularly focused on self-awareness (understanding our brains and our
drivers) and self-regulation (Self-regulation can be defined in various ways. In the most basic
sense, it involves controlling one's behaviour, emotions, and thoughts in the pursuit of
long-term goals. More specifically, emotional self-regulation refers to the ability to manage
disruptive emotions and impulses. In other words, to think before acting. It also reflects the
ability to cheer yourself up after disappointments and to act in a way consistent with your
deepest held values.)



Praise, Rewards and Celebrating Success

We value the intrinsic motivation and pride that students should feel when they are successful in their
learning or have demonstrated characteristics that have had a positive impact on themselves or
others. We also believe it is important to acknowledge and praise the positive behaviour of students
as recognition for their efforts.  This is achieved using a variety of methods.

1) Instant verbal praise

2) Achievement Points.
These are based around our Uckfield Qualities and also Oracy and parents receive an email to
recognise this. Each Director of Year will issue rewards for students who reach a certain number
of achievement points. Rewards include a certificate sent home and bronze, silver and gold star
badges.

3)  Letters and Certificates
Following each collection of assessment and progress data students may also receive a letter
or certificate, depending on their progress and engagement in learning across their subjects.
They will also receive a letter or certificate if they have improved since their last report. This is
supplemented by phone calls home to recognise achievement.

4)  ‘100 Club’
Students may also be entered into our “100 Club” prize draw at the end of each term. They
are nominated for 100% attendance.

5)  Celebration Evenings
At the end of each year we hold a celebration evening for students and their families to
attend. Every student is presented with a personalised certificate. There are also a range of
subject and whole school prizes and awards.

6)  Student Leadership
The school values the opportunities for students to act as role models and leaders. There are
three categories of student leadership that can be achieved.

● Form representatives: are elected by the mentor groups and meet with their Director
of Year on a regular basis to discuss issues and concerns.

● College Council: are chosen by their Director of Year following written applications.
Once chosen, these students will meet with the Principal on a fortnightly basis.

● Prefects: Apply to be selected for one of the College’s committees which have a specific
focus, for example improving the school environment. These committees are led by
elected sixth form students.

7)  Celebrating the Uckfield Qualities.
These core values are celebrated each term by each department and Director of Year
nominating students who have shown these qualities either in a specific subject or as part of
wider College life. In addition, celebration postcards are sent home to students by members of
the Strategic Leadership Team and Directors of Year for students who have shown exemplary
levels of a specific quality.

8) Character Cards
Students gain achievement points for gaining positive character marks on their card. When
they have completed their card they can also go to their pastoral team for a present and their
name will be entered into a prize draw at the end of every term.



“The whys” - Explaining our high expectations

Uniform - Uckfield College’s mission is to enable equal opportunities and support social mobility and
justice. This means that any student, irrespective of background, should have the chance to take
whatever role, position or job in the world they aspire to. Uniform reduces unconscious bias and
prejudice, which are barriers to social justice and mobility. Uniform stops peer pressure to buy and
wear fashion items. Individuality comes from the development of each individual’s thinking, words,
morals, deeds and character, it doesn’t come from a person’s appearance. Uckfield College students
are a community with a great team spirit and teams wear their uniforms with pride.

Rolling up skirts means that the school uniform is not being worn correctly, meaning that skirts look
very untidy and informal. It is important that skirts are worn correctly because the school uniform is a
formal dress code. Lots of jobs have uniforms and dress codes and being at school is no different.
We really believe that if you look smart, you feel smart and you get in the mood to work and to learn.
It’s nice to have the difference between this and your relaxed clothes for when you are at home and
not at school. Repeated rolling up of your skirt when you know it is against the rules is actually a
deliberate act of defiance. You have the right to a really good education which our staff work very
hard to give you. Linked up to that right, however, you have the responsibility to help everyone in the
school feel safe and secure by following the reasonable rules that we set. If the rules were broken all
the time by everyone, we would not be able to have well-ordered and successful school. For example,
this practice is creating peer pressure where girls feel they ‘have to’ roll up their skirts to fit in, which
leads to them getting detentions - this is not students being at all supportive or kind to one another
and for younger students in particular can feel a stressful pressure that they don’t need.

Conduct and uniform to and from College - As you travel to and from college, many people in
the community will see you. These people will include many employers who may give Uckfield College
students part-time work while you are students and full time jobs when you leave. They may also give
Y10s & 12s work experience. When they get an application from an Uckfield student or ex-student,
they will not know that individual student but will have formed an overall impression of our students.
Reputation matters and employers’ decisions to take on Uckfield College students may be influenced
by the students they have seen out and about before and after school.

Developing your self-discipline when you are not being supervised by staff or parents is a great
opportunity to strengthen how positive you will be when you are older and having to be motivated
and do the right thing when you are on your own. So:

1. Wear your uniform with pride.
2. Respect the environment and people’s property
3. Be kind and polite to everyone. Be considerate e.g. don’t be in large, intimidating groups and

thank the public when they are considerate to you e.g. stopping to let you cross the road etc.

Mobile phones - Research carried out at The University of Texas shows that when schools don’t
allow students to have their smartphones in the classroom, their grades quickly improve on the whole.
Because students were subsequently more attentive in class, their test scores increased by an
average of 6%. Not using phones in school reduces the overall screen time per week for students.
Reducing screen time can help improve concentration levels and help students sleep better. Social
media is often used for cyber bullying. Not allowing phones in school reduces the opportunities for
cyber-bullying, which can lead to better mental health. Phones are not needed for emergency or

http://cep.lse.ac.uk/pubs/download/dp1350.pdf


convenient contact by parents. The school knows where all students are at all times and parents can
easily get a message to students via the school reception staff.

Hair styles - Extreme haircuts or shaved styles are not acceptable. No hair dye products should be
used on under-16s, according to manufacturers and the industry's professional body - see BBC news
article.
If over 16 and hair is dyed it should look natural and only natural colours should be used. If you are
in doubt, please contact the college in advance.
● Extreme hairstyles, hair dye, make-up and nails, non-uniform clothing, hoodies, leather and

denim coats, trainers etc. are all ways that students can fragment along fashion lines and
children can factionalise into ‘tribes’. Such factionalisation is disruptive to healthy friendship
formation and can lead to conflict and bullying. It is counter to our mission statement about
uniform (in bold above).

● Non uniform things (e.g. extreme hairstyles, hair dye, make-up and nails, non-uniform
clothing, hoodies, leather and denim coats, trainers etc.) can cause peer pressure on students
to fit in and often put financial pressure to buy these things.

● Lots of jobs have dress codes (including guidance about hairstyles) and being at school is no
different. We really believe that if you look smart, you feel smart and you get in the mood to
work and to learn.

● Having your hair in a style that is against the school uniform code is a deliberate act of
defiance. You have the right to a really good education which our staff work very hard to give
you. Linked up to that right, however, you have the responsibility to help everyone in the
school feel safe and secure by following the reasonable rules that we set. If the rules were
broken all the time by everyone, we would not be able to have well-ordered and successful
school.

Jewellery - Our uniform code means that students are able to wear one pair of ear studs, worn in
the lobes, which must be removed before a PE lesson (sleeper hoops are not permitted).
Necklaces, rings and bracelets are not permitted. Facial, body and tongue piercings are not permitted
in Years 7-13. Certain items worn for religious reasons are acceptable.
● Wearing jewelry that is against the school uniform code is a deliberate act of defiance. You

have the right to a really good education which our staff work very hard to give you. Linked
up to that right, however, you have the responsibility to help everyone in the school feel safe
and secure by following the reasonable rules that we set. If the rules were broken all the time
by everyone, we would not be able to have well-ordered and successful school.

● Lots of jobs have dress codes (including guidance about jewelry) and being at school is no
different. We really believe that if you look smart, you feel smart and you get in the mood to
work and to learn.

Makeup and nails - Our uniform code means that make-up is not permitted at all in years 7-9. The
Parents’ Forum had a number of parents who are very upset at the pressure put on young girls to
wear make-up. We are prepared to permit a small, discrete amount in years 10 and 11 if it is judged
appropriate for a professional workplace. False nails (gels, acrylics, glue-ons, press-ons etc) are not
permitted. Nails should not be painted.

● Wearing makeup (7-9) or inappropriate makeup (10/11) or false nails or painting your nails
are deliberate acts of defiance. You have the right to a really good education which our staff
work very hard to give you. Linked up to that right, however, you have the responsibility to

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-41796586#:~:text=No%20dye%20products%20should%20be,and%20the%20industry's%20professional%20body.&text=Hair%20dyes%20contain%20chemicals%20that,under%20the%20age%20of%2016.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-41796586#:~:text=No%20dye%20products%20should%20be,and%20the%20industry's%20professional%20body.&text=Hair%20dyes%20contain%20chemicals%20that,under%20the%20age%20of%2016.


help everyone in the school feel safe and secure by following the reasonable rules that we set.
If the rules were broken all the time by everyone, we would not be able to have well-ordered
and successful school.

● Lots of jobs have dress codes (including guidance about makeup and fingernails) and being at
school is no different. We really believe that if you look smart, you feel smart and you get in
the mood to work and to learn.

Wearing a lanyard when in the sixth form - Lanyards allow anyone (regardless of whether they
know you) to identify you as a 6th Form student.

● Being identifiable is very important for the safety of the whole school community. We need to
know that you are a member of the school and not someone who has come onto the site
unauthorised.

● We have had cases in the past of non-students coming on to the site to start a fight with
another student and we couldn't identify this because they looked like a member of our 6th
Form.

● In the event of a very serious situation like an attack being made on the school it is vital that
the police and emergency services can see that you are one of our students quickly and easily.

● Finally it identifies you as part of our community and gives you a 6th Form identity which is an
important part of college life and makes the place a nicer and more cohesive place to work
and socialise.

● Please remember that you sign a contract at the start of the year agreeing to the dress code
and to wearing lanyards. Detentions will be given for non-compliance.



The following are examples of unacceptable behaviour:

1. Behaviour which disrupts the classroom environment and learning within a lesson; it harms the
education of the student and of other students.

2. Insolent, insulting or defiant behaviour towards staff. All students are expected to follow any
reasonable request at the first time of asking and to speak to staff in a respectful manner.

3. Any negative behaviour towards another student, including bullying or abuse; it may cause physical
or mental harm and it destroys an individual’s sense of security. All members of the college have a
right to be respected regardless of their cultural background or beliefs.

4. Unsafe behaviour; it places other people, staff and students, in danger, as well as the individual
doing it. Particular subjects with increased risk are science, art, technology and physical education.

5. Bringing any item into the college which might be dangerous or cause harm. This includes any
drug, including alcohol and tobacco.

6. Failure to wear the correct uniform. If uniform is being worn incorrectly or items are missing eg
shoes/blazer, students will be challenged and issued with an appropriate sanction, which may include
being sent home to change. Jewellery and other items which should not be brought into the college
will be confiscated and returned at a later date. Students are expected to wear the college uniform
with pride whilst in the college and whilst travelling to and from the college.

7. Behaviour that could adversely affect the reputation of Uckfield College.

The Uckfield College behaviour policy also applies to behaviour in the immediate vicinity of the
college, on a journey to or from the college, or in some other way identifiable as a student at Uckfield
College. This behaviour policy therefore extends to the use of social media where there is an impact
on the learning environment of the college.

This is not an exhaustive list and any behaviour that has a negative impact on another member of the
Uckfield College community or on the reputation of the college in general will be dealt with using the
most appropriate sanction, as decided by the Pastoral or Strategic Leadership Team.

Students’ behaviour while out of the college, on college business, is subject to the college’s behaviour
policy.  This includes travel to and from the college, as well as college trips, visits, and fixtures.

There are occasions when the college‘s behaviour policy will apply to behaviour outside the college
and not on college business. The college reserves the right to sanction students even if the behaviour
happened out of school if staff believe that the behaviour may impact on a student’s learning in
school. These occasions will arise when there is a clear link that affects behaviour and the need to
maintain good behaviour and discipline in the college as a whole.

Students are expected to take responsibility for their own behaviour. Moving towards an incident of
poor behaviour, without any intention of stopping the behaviour, will only make the situation worse.
Students that behave in this way either in school or out of school should expect to face a sanction.

Parents/carers do not have the right to demand that their child will not attend sanctions given nor
demand they are rescheduled for convenience. Parents should never advise their child not to attend a
sanction, they should instead advise their child to see their Pastoral Leader or Director of Year in the
first instance. If this isn’t possible then they should see Mr Davison or Ms Butcher.



Sanctions linked to behaviour

The table below gives examples of possible sanctions following a behaviour. This list should be
viewed as a guide and college staff reserve the right to use their professional judgement when
deciding on the most appropriate sanction. However, staff should note that for all sanctions requiring
a more serious sanction than Tier 1 or RedZone, sanctions must be set by the pastoral team to ensure
consistency and fairness.

Behaviour Sanction

Lateness to school/lesson lunch detention

Failure to bring correct equipment for lessons lunch detention

Repeated failure of above after school detention

Lack of homework or effort in lesson, resulting
in unsatisfactory or incomplete work

lunchtime detention

Incorrect uniform or incorrect wearing of
uniform (please refer to uniform expectations on
website)

Character Card point (please see explanation of
the Cgarcter Card below)

Low level disruption within a lesson See in class sanctions below (sanction will range
from a lunchtime detention to removal from the
lesson ‘Red Zone’)

Persistent disruption within lessons (over time) A series of pastoral detentions and a report
card.
Possible fixed-term restore/exclusion.

Insolence to a member of staff,
e.g. swearing at, or in response to a teacher,
making offensive gestures or defiance

Student referred to Pastoral Team; probable
fixed-term restore/exclusion.

Unsafe behaviour (e.g. fighting, bullying,
bringing unsafe items or substances into
the college and/or using them)

Student referred to Pastoral Team; probable
fixed-term restore/exclusion.

Loss of or damage to Uckfield College
Property or another student’s property.

Payment for loss or damage.  If serious and
deliberate, probable fixed-term
restore/exclusion.

Possession of smoking materials and/or smoking
within the college, during college activities, or
travelling to or from college

Student referred to Pastoral Team; pastoral
detention and probable fixed-term restore.
Confiscation of all related materials.

Misbehaviour on public or college transport Ban from travel; permanent, if misbehaviour
serious and/or repeated.



Very serious “one-off” offence (e.g. drugs
or violence related), or continuing
serial offending (e.g. persistent disruption, open
defiance or truancy)

Referral to the Principal and fixed
term/permanent exclusion will be considered.
Criminal behaviour will normally be referred to
the police.

● Detentions can be given outside normal school hours on any school day where the pupil does
not have permission to be absent, during weekends that are between normal school working
weeks, and on non-teaching days eg Inset days.

● Parental consent is not required for detentions (DfE Guidelines) although we aim to inform
parents if time allows

● Notice to parents for short, after school detentions may not be necessary where the student
can get home safely. It is the responsibility of the parent to make alternative transport
arrangements if an after school detention is set.

● In detentions students should complete extra work or repeat unsatisfactory work until it meets
the required standard.

*Schools’ general power to discipline, as circumscribed by Section 91 of the Education and
Inspections Act 2006, enables a member of staff to confiscate, retain or dispose of a student’s
property as a disciplinary penalty, where reasonable to do so. The school has the right to confiscate,
retain and/or destroy any item found as a result of a ‘with consent’ search so long as it is reasonable
in the circumstances. Uckfield College are not liable for any loss or damage to items that have been
confiscated as these items should not have been brought into the college or misused in the first place.

In terms of mobile phones, students will have them confiscated if they are seen or heard during the
school day whilst on the school site. If they are seen or heard in lessons then the student will also
receive a tier 1 lunchtime detention. Students can collect phones from Student Services at the end of
the day. If a phone is seen or heard after period 5 then the school reserves the site to confiscate the
phone until the following morning when the student can collect it before school.

Sanctions available to Teachers, Tutors and Support Staff  (this is not an exhaustive list):
● Refer to Director of Year or Pastoral Leader or Form Tutor and contact home
● Bag/uniform/locker search (in line with Department of Education guidance on searching and

screening)
● Regular reporting of behaviour, work, attitude to learning, attendance and punctuality
● Restorative sanctions including school-based community service such as litter-picking, dining

hall duties, graffiti or gum removal, improving school grounds etc.
● Internal isolation (Restore or Supervision) as decreed by PAL or DOY
● Seek support from Learning Plus or external services, consider an at risk meeting and draw up

an Additional Needs Plan
● Fixed term exclusion for up to 5 days sanctioned by the Principal, Head of School or Deputy

Principal with every student receiving a re-integration meeting
● School 2 School move to another school
● Alternative curriculum
● Permanent exclusion

Below shows the steps the College will take in the event of a serious incident. In this event
Parents/Carers will be notified.



Searching
If there are reasonable grounds to suspect that a student may have in his or her possession a
prohibited item, a search will be carried out in line with the Schools statutory power to search
students or their possessions - with or without consent – for the following items:
• knives or weapons
• alcohol
• illegal drugs
• stolen items
• tobacco and cigarette papers
• fireworks
• pornographic images
• any article that the school reasonably suspects has been, or is likely to be, used:

● to commit an offence, or
● to cause personal injury to, or damage the property of, any person (including the student)

The Principal may also carry out, or authorise another member of staff to search for any item
banned by the school rules. Any search must be conducted by a member of staff of the same sex as
the student in the presence of another member of staff. A member of staff can only carry out a search
of a student of the opposite sex and/or without a witness present, where the member of staff
reasonably believes that there is a risk that serious harm will be caused to a person if they do not
conduct the search immediately and where it is not reasonably practicable to summon another
member of staff. Parents will be informed that a search has been carried out as soon as reasonably
practicable.

Screening
The Law allows school staff to require students to undergo screening by walk-through or hand held
metal detectors as part of the searching process. At Uckfield College we currently use a hand held
metal detector to support targeted searching. If a student refuses to be screened, it will be regarded



as a serious breach of the behaviour policy and the student will not be permitted to remain on the
school premises until such a screening has been completed.

“Searching, screening and confiscation Advice for Headteachers, school staff and governing bodies”
Department For Education (July 2022)

Behaviour Management Systems

Detention System

The most frequently used deterrent for minor behaviour infringements is to set detentions. The main
purpose of a detention is to be inconvenient to the student and to act as a deterrent along with
providing an opportunity to complete incomplete work. However, they are also used by College
pastoral staff to identify patterns of behaviour which may indicate a student has an underlying
problem requiring support. For example, a sudden increased need for a student to care for an unwell
parent might first get our attention when the student receives a series of detentions for not
completing their homework. We notice these kinds of patterns quickly and respond with supportive
actions/plans as required.

During detentions students are expected to work silently on homework or revision activities, they may
also read their reading book if they are all up to date with scheduled homework tasks. Time in
detentions is spent productively by the students and they are treated politely and with respect.

Students must attend detentions on the set date and at the correct time (regardless of commitments
outside of the college). It is very important that parents support the college with the sanction issued
because this sends a clear message to students that both parents and the College are standing
together in their high expectations for classwork, behaviour, homework and personal presentation
(uniform standards).

Parents should not contact the school about detentions, except in genuinely exceptional
circumstances. We cannot guarantee that we will be able to respond to parental queries about
detentions, but we always have the capacity and facility to respond directly to student queries in
school about their sanctions. When there has been a serious behavioural incident leading to the most
serious detentions/Restore day sanctions being issued, there will be home- school communication
initiated by the College.

Parents/carers do not have the right to demand that their child will not attend sanctions given nor
demand they are rescheduled for convenience. Parents should never advise their child not to attend a
sanction, they should instead advise their child to see their Pastoral Leader or Director of Year in the
first instance. If this isn’t possible then they should see Mr Davison or Ms Butcher.

Detentions can not be negotiated, rescheduled or removed, unless there has been an error or there
are exceptional circumstances. We will reschedule detentions when students have an in-college
intervention session which clashes with the detention. When there is such a clash students must
register first in the detention before attending their intervention session. The detention will be
rescheduled for the next school day.

Parents should discuss sanctions given with their children to give them an opportunity to reflect upon
the actions leading to it being issued. However, parents must recognise and accept that sometimes
children’s accounts of an incident in school may well differ from the account of the staff member
issuing the sanction. Please know that sanctions are issued by college staff in line with this behaviour
policy. If your child thinks that the teacher has genuinely made a mistake with a detention (for
example they have mistakenly entered the wrong name into the system, or the teacher has not noted
they were absent on the day they were supposed to attend an intervention) or if they believe that



they are being treated unfairly by a staff member, then they can see the Leadership Team member
running lunchtime detention to outline their concern / question. Students will always be listened to,
and if it is deemed appropriate and fair then their detention will be put on hold whilst it is investigated
with the sanctioning teacher on their behalf.

Failure to attend a detention results in the escalation of the sanction, as detailed below. Whilst we do
not have to provide notice of a detention to parents/guardians we always try to give at least 18 hours
notice out of courtesy. We reserve the right to issue an after school detention on the same day in
some circumstances.

Character Cards

This system is in place to reward and give consequences for behaviour outside of the classroom.
Students are given a Character Card and staff record on it when students’ behaviour or uniform is not
correct. When a student receives three warnings on the card they receive a break time detention the
next day. If a student loses the card and doesn’t have it on them then they receive a lunchtime
detention the next day.

Detention Flow Diagram

Specific offences.

a) Disrupting the learning of others. Behaviour which disrupts the concentration and learning
environment of other pupils will not be tolerated. Students not only have a responsibility towards
their own learning but also the learning if others. Students will be encouraged to respond positively
but there will be swift escalations in sanctions if this behaviour persists.

b) Bullying and violence. Bullying and violence cause fear and danger and can be very damaging
to the victim. We consider this to be very serious indeed. We seek to resolve the bullying by working
with the perpetrator but students who bully persistently can expect severe sanctions, including fixed
term or permanent exclusion, to be applied. Severe incidents are recorded and reported to the
Governors.

c) Racist and/or discriminatory incidents. When they occur, they are very serious and are
treated as such: our Equality Policy makes explicit the rights of every person of whatever background.
Persistent or a very serious one-off racist/discriminatory incident could result in permanent exclusion.
All incidents are recorded and reported to the Governors. In the case of an alleged racist or



discriminatory incident in class or around the school site the teacher should contact “on-call”
immediately and the student is to be removed and placed on Supervision while an investigation takes
place through the PAL/DOY with SLT support if needed. At the end of the school day the
PAL/HBU/JDA will meet to review the investigation and agree an appropriate sanction if required.

d) Drugs, alcohol and similar substances. Any student in possession of them can expect
fixed-term or permanent exclusion. The police will be informed. Such students will be expected to
attend a drugs programme organised by the police and medical advice and support will also be
sought. Supplying drugs to others, for payment or not, is likely to result in permanent exclusion.

e) Vandalism. The parents of students causing loss of or damage to college property (including lost
books and books not returned to the Library, damage to buildings etc) will be expected to pay for the
replacement of the lost property or the repair of damage done. We expect payment to be made
promptly by parents, and recommend that the student concerned be made to repay the parents over
time.

f) Malicious Accusations against staff. When they occur, they are very serious and are treated as
such. If an allegation is determined to be unfounded or malicious, the Local Authority Designated
Officer (LADO) will be informed and will refer the matter to the Local Authority children’s social
services team to determine whether the child concerned is in need of additional support. In the event
that an allegation is shown to have been deliberately invented or malicious, the Principal will consider
whether any disciplinary action is appropriate against the student who made it, or the police will be
asked to consider whether any action might be appropriate against the person responsible. The
disciplinary action against a student might include a detention, fixed term or permanent exclusion.

Use of Reasonable Force

The need to use ‘reasonable force’ at Uckfield College is incredibly rare and every effort should be
made to use other methods of intervention before using any physical intervention. The college has an
unconditional positive regard for student wellbeing and safety.

Reasonable force covers a broad range of actions that may need to be used to protect the safety and
welfare of students. 'Reasonable’ force and physical intervention means using no more force than is
necessary. It is usually used either to control or restrain. An example of control would be leading a
pupil to safety by the arm, while staff might use restraint to break up a fight between pupils who will
not separate voluntarily.

The school routinely train pastoral staff in “positive handling” techniques. This training focuses
primarily on de-escalation of incidents. Whenever possible any use of ‘reasonable force’ will be
carried out by a trained member of staff. However, in a critical incident when a student or another
person is in immediate danger then any member of staff at the school has the power to use
reasonable force if deemed necessary, as written in the national DfE Use of Force Guidance 2013. This
can also apply to people whom the headteacher has temporarily put in charge of pupils, such as
unpaid volunteers or parents accompanying students on a visit organised by the school.

According to the DfE guidance (2021), School, setting and college staff may use restrictive physical
intervention for:

● removal of a disruptive pupil from a classroom

● restraint of a pupil to prevent them harming themselves

● restraint of a pupil to prevent them harming others



● prevention of a pupil leaving if leaving would risk their safety.

This is not an exhaustive list. Every effort should be made to use other methods of intervention
before using any physical intervention; however the decision on whether or not to physically intervene
is down to the professional judgement of the staff member concerned and will always depend on the
individual circumstances.

Members of staff may use reasonable force to:

● Remove disruptive children from the classroom where they have refused to follow an
instruction to do so

● Prevent a pupil behaving in a way that disrupts a school event or a school trip or visit
● Prevent a pupil leaving the classroom where allowing the pupil to leave would risk their safety

or lead to behaviour that disrupts the learning of others
● Prevent a pupil from attacking a member of staff or another pupil, or to stop a fight
● Restrain a pupil at risk of harming themselves

Under no circumstances should physical force be used as a punishment.

Uckfield College:  Written Statement of Behaviour Principles

● The strong relationship between staff, parents/carers, students and in some cases other
agencies are at the heart of excellent behaviour.

● Every pupil understands they have the right to feel safe, valued and respected, and learn free
from the disruption of others

● All pupils, staff and visitors are free from any form of discrimination

● Staff and volunteers set an excellent example to pupils at all times

● The College has the very highest expectations of behaviour from its students and expects all
incidents to be followed up fully and robustly

● Rewards and sanctions are used consistently by staff, in line with the behaviour policy

● The behaviour policy is clearly communicated and understood by pupils, staff and parents

● The behaviour policy explains that exclusions will only be used as a last resort, and outlines
the processes involved in permanent and fixed-term exclusions

● Pupils are helped to take responsibility for their actions

● There are processes in place that help to involve the parents/carers of students following a
behaviour incident.

The governing body emphasises that violence or threatening behaviour towards its students or staff
will not be tolerated in any circumstances.

This written statement of behaviour principles is reviewed and approved by the full governing body
every two years.




